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This selective bibliography covers Canadian publications in general.
It does not include specialized bibliographies devoted to particular Canadian
subjects although guides to historical materials of a very broad scope are listed.

The following students' guides concerning specific,subjects are
available at the Reference Desk: Canadian Ethnology, Canadian'Literature, Cana-
dian Pclitics and Government, Canadian History (in progress), Canadian BiogniPT,
Polar Regions, and Le Quebec, guide bibliographique en histoire.- A number or
useful guides to Canadian government documents are available from the Government
Documents Department of this library.. The Law Library has prepared a Selective
Bibliography of Canadian Legal Sources.

Some Canadians materials held by McGill libraries are not listed in
the union catalogue in the McLennan Library. For example there is an extensive
French Canadian pamphlet collection available in the Rare Book Department where
a card file of these materials is maintained. The Lande printed catalogues
(see section I.B. 2) cover the Lande materials while additions to tbe collections
are listed in a file in the Lande Room. Titles in the Arkin collection of
Western Canadiana are also listed in a file in the Lande Room where the material
is located.

Additional bibliographies of Canadiana may be found by using the
library's subject catalgoues and by consulting bibliographies of bibliographies
which cite bibliographies published as books, parts of books, or as periodical
articles.

This bibliography is divided into two parts: I. National Bibliography
and II, Provincial Bibliography. Please note that materials dealing with French
Canada exclusively are included in the provincial section. Bibliographies of
Canadian theses have not been included here but are listed in A'Guide to Theses
Location and Verification Tools Available in the McGill Libraries (available at
the Reference Desk).
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The reference librarians in the McLennan Library and in other McGill
libraries are pleased to direct you to additional sources for information relating
to Canadian studies.

This bibliography was compiled by Elizabeth Silvester, Reference
Department, McLennan Library.
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I. NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. Guides to Bibliographies

Z1382 Beaulieu, Andre,et al. Guide d'histoire du Canada. Quebec, Les

.B4 presses de l'universitg Laval, 1969 (Quebec (City). Universite

Ref. Laval. Institut d'histoire. Cahiers, 13).
UL
RBD Scholarly guide to all possible information resources for both_

primary and secondary materials relevant to research on.Canada.
Chapters on reference works and bibliography (p. 62-152) constitute
one of the more comprehensive lists of such works currently available.

4

Z1373 Bhatia, Mohan. Canadian Federal Government Publications, a Biblio-
.B35 ralgpiof1.31iorahies. Saskatoon, University of Saskatchewan,
Ref. 1971.
Govt. Docs.

See section I.F.

Z1373.5 . Canadian Provincial Government Publications, a Bibliography
Al.B48 of Bibliographies. Rev, and enl. ed. Saskatoon, University of
Ref. Saskatchewan Library, 1971.
Govt. Docs.

See section I.F.

Z1365 Campbell, Henry Cummings, ed. How to Find Out About Canada. Oxford,

.C18 Pergamon, 1967.
1967
Ref. Describes briefly in essay form a selection of bibliographic aids
Lib. Sci. and reference sources for information about Canada. Chapters on
Macd. general bibliography, philosophy and religion, social and political
Med. structure, education, economics and business, language, literature,

science and technology, medicine, art, architecture, music, biography,
history and sport. Index of subjects, authors and titles.

Z1365 Lochhead, Douglas, comp. Bibliography of Canadian Bibliographies.
.A1T3 2nd ed. rev, and enl. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1972.
1972
Ref. A numbered alphabetical listing by author. The index lists subjects
UL in upper case. Each entry under the subject is given its numerical
Lib.Sci. reference. The first edition (1960) of this bibliography and its

supplement wexe edited by Raymond Tanghe and are still very useful
because of their more convenient subject arrangement.

Z1365 Fulford, Robert, and David Godfrey and Abraham Rotstein, eds.
.F8x Read Canadian: A Book about Canadian Books. Toronto, Lewis&
Ref. Samuel, 1972.
Educ.
'Mgmt. Twenty-nine bibliographical essays of varying quality designed to

assist and encourage Canadians to read about Canada's history,
.economics and politics, society, literature, etc.

Z1035 Ryder, Dorothy E. Canadian Reference Sources, a Selective Guide.
.R9x Ottawa, Canadian Library Association, 1973.
Ref.
UL The most comprehensive guide to Canadian studies so far published.

A selective bibliography which covers Canada in general, the
provinces and territories and three cities: Montreal, Toronto and
Ottawa. Based to a large extent on the National Library's holdings,
it attempts to cover reference materials to the end of 1971.
Arrangement is in the following main categories: general reference
works, history and allied subjects, humanities, science, social
science and law. Each of these subjects has numerous subdivisions.
Full bibliographic data and annotations in English are provided for

4
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each entry. There is an author-title and limited subject index.
The first supplement to this is planned for publication in 1974.
In the meantime "Canadian Reference Works 1972 - A Selection",
by Dorothy E. Ryder appeared in Canadian Library Journal, v. 30,
no. 4, July - August, 1973, p. 346-351 (Z673 .C18 Ref.).

Z1365 Tanghe, Raymond. Bibliographie des bibliographies canadiennes.
.A1T3 Biblio ra h of Canadian Biblio ra hies. Toronto, University
Ref. of Toronto Press, 1960.
Law
Educ. . Supplements 1-3, 1960-1965. Toronto, Bibliogra-

phical Society of Canada, 1962-1966.

Classified arrangement by subject. Index of compilers, titles and
subjects. Superseded by Lochhead (above) but still useful because
of the more convenient subject arrangement.

B. Retrospective Bibliography

1. General Bibliography

Z1365 Amtmann, Bernard. Contributions to a ;Mort Title Catalogue of
.A4x Canadiana. Montreal, 'B. Amtmahn, ;371-1973. 4v.
Ref.
RBD itemizes titles listed since 1950 in the catalogues of Mr. Amtmann,

a dealer in Canadian books. Author approach only. Authors of
pseudonymous works sometimes identiiied. Cites titles not recorded
elsewhere.

Z1392 British Columbia. Provincial Library and Archives, Victoria.
.B7B7Sx Dictionary Catalogue of the Library of the Provincial Archives.
Ref. of British Columbia. Boston, G.K..Hall, 1971. 8v.

See section II.E.

Z1365 Harvard University. Library. Canadian History and Literaturk;.:
.H3 Classification Schedule, Classified Listing by Call Number,
Ref. Alphabetical Listing by Author or Title, Chrohologial Listing.
Lib.Sci. Cambridge, Distributed by Harvard University Press, 1968.
RBD (Widener Library Shelflist, 20).

Over 10,000 titles listed. Chronological approach interesting,

PS8071 Klinck, Carl F. Literary History of Canada. Canadian Literature in
.K6 English. Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1965.
Fef.
UL "This book treats not only works generally classified as 'literature'
Educ. but also chiefly in separate chapters, other works which have in-

fluenced literature or have been significantly related to literature
in expressing the cultural life of the country" (Preface) . Thus
there are chapters on philosophy, general history, the social sciences,
religion and theology and the natural sciences as well as an evaluat-
ive essay type bibliography with an historical approach. Well-indexed.

Z1201
.N46
Ref.

New York (City) Public Library. Reference Dept. Dictionary Catalogue
of the History of the Americas. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1961. 28v.

Reproduction of this extensive catalogue using author, title and
subject entries. Useful for the amount of material included on
Canadian history and other Canadian subjects such as CANADA IN
LITERATURE, CANADA-BIBLIOGRAPHY,etc. as well as for entries under
individual Canadian authors.

5



Cutter Royal Colonial Institute, London. Library. Subject Catalogue of
ZS45 the Library of the Royal Empire Society Formerly Royal Colonial
+R81s Institute, by Evans Lewin. London, [The Society],1930-1937. 4v.
Ref.

Volume 3 includes Dominion of Canada and its Provinces and Dominion of
Newfoundland. Useful because of its detailed subject arrangement.
In addition to citing books it provides references to articles and
analytics for titles published in series.

Z1375 Watters, Reginald Eyre. A Checklist of Canadian Literatu:.-: aad Back-
.W3 ground Materials. 2nd ed. rev, and enl. Toronto, Unil,rs77-Fir
1972 Toronto Press, 1972.
Ref.
UL "Part 1 of the Checklist attempts to record all known titles in the

recognized forms of poetry, fiction and drama produced in English
speaking Canada... Part II [p. 455-991] is a more or less selective
listing of books by Canadians which seem likely of value to anyone
studying the literature or culture of Canada. Here are included such
categories as biography, literary criticism, scholarship, local
history, religion and so forth. Books in more general categories
such as military, economic, or commerce, or the sciences have been
omitted." (Preface). Author index.

2. Period Bibliography

Cutter Canada. Public Archives. Catalogue of Pamphlets in the Public
Z582 Archives of Canada, 1493-1931, prepared by M. Casey. Ottawa.
.C161 Imprimeur du Roi, 1931-32. 2v.
1931
CPRR v. 1 1493-1877
Law v. 2 1878-1931
Macd.

10,072 items arranged chronologically with author and subject indexes
in each volume. Includes material published in Canada and pamphlets
about Canada published elsewhere. Pamphlets cited in volume 1 are
available on microfiche in the Microform Room of the Current
Periodicals Reading Room.

413(15 The Canwann Cdtaloyho or Boukn PubliAbed in qanadd, About eansdo,
.C222 as Well as Those Written by Canadfans with Imprint1921-1949.
Ref. Toronto, Toronto Public Libraries, 1959. 2v.
Lib. Sci.
Law Although this title is identical to the work cited below it is a
Macd. reprint of the English language section only, with the addition of a

cumulated author index. v. 1, 1921-1939, v. 2, 1940-1949.
Arranged by subject; then alphabetically by author. Author index
only. Continued by Canadiana (see section I.C.).

Z1365 The Canadian Catalogue of Books Published in Canada, Books About
.C22 Canada as Well as Those Written by Canadians. 1921-1949.
Ref. Toronto.

Lib. has: 1921-1949

Includes English and French language books in separate sections.

6
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Haight, Willet R. Canadian Catalogue of Books, 1791-1895. Toronto,
[Author] 1896.

. Supplements 1-2, 1896-97. Toronto, [Author]
1898, 1904. 2v.

Lists books and pamphlets printed or published in Canada from 1791-
1897.

Cutlor Gagnon, Phileas. Essai de bibliographie canadienne. Qu6bec, Pautour,
ZX82 1895-1913. 2v.
+G12
Ref. V. 1 Inventaire d'une bibliotheque comprenant imprimis, manuscripts,
RBD estampes, relatifs a l'histoire du Canada et des pays adjacents.
Law V. 2 Additions: 1895-1909.

Catalogue of books, periodicals, pamphlets, manuscripts, maps, etc.
covering the years till 1909. Includes both English and French
materials. The collection is located in the Municipal Library in
Montreal and has been augmented by continuing acquisitions.

Cutter K:ngston, Ontario. Queen's University Library. Canadiana 1698-1900
ZX82 in the Possession of the Douglas Library, Queen's University,
.Q3 Kingston, Ontario. Kingston, The University, 1932.
Ref.

Chronologically arranged from 1698-1850 with author index, and
alphabetically by author for 1851-1900. A noteworthy collection
primarily strong in literary materials.

Z1401 Lande, Lawrence. The Lawrence Lande Collection of Canadiana in the
.L3x Redpath Library of McGill University. Montreal, The Lawrence
Ref. Lande Foundation for Canadian Historical Research, 1965.
RBD
Lande

Z1401 . Rare and Unusual Canadiana, First Supplement to the Lande
.L3x Bibliography. Montreal, Amtmann, 1971.
Supp1.1
Ref. The materials listed in these catalogues are housed in the Lande
RBD Room of the McLennan Library. The collection consists of a rich
Lando variety of materials relating to Canada before 1867 and a few titles

published .tfter 1867. Please note that the materials are not yet
recorded in the library's public catalogues; supplementary acquisitions
are listed in a card file in the Lande Room.

Z1374 Morgan, Henry J. Bibliotheca Canadiensis; or a Manual of Canadian
.M6 Literature. (reprint of Ottawa, 1867 ed.). Detroit, Gale, 1968.
1968
Ref. A classic biobibliography of material about Canada or by Canadians -

books, pamphlets and periodical articles published between 1763 andCutter
ZX82 1867.

+M82
RBD
(1867
ed).
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Z1365 Toronto, Public Library. A Bibliography of Canadiana Being Items in
.T64 the Public Library of Toronto Relating to the Early History and
Ref. Development of Canada. Ed. by F.M. Staton and M. Tremaine.
UL Toronto, The Library, 1934.
Lib.Sci.
Macd.
RBD

Z1365 . First Supplement. Ed. by G.M. Boyle. Toronto,
.T64 The Library 1959.
Supp1.1
Ref. Forms a chronological record-of the history and development of Canadato
UL 1867. L1sts bOth primary and secondary sources. Includes Canadian
Lib.Sci. imprints to 1841, and also materials on Canada published elsewhere
Macd. from 1524-1867.
RBD

Z1382 Thibault, Claude. Bibliographia Canadiana. Don Mills, Longmans
.T4x Canada Ltd., 1973.
Ref.
UL A comprehensive bilingual bibliography containing 25,660 numbered items

for Canadian history and related subjects. Books published prior to
1970, periodical articles prior to 1969, reports,etc. are indexed.
There is a 30 page table of contents which is helpful since there are
no author or title indexes and the subject index refers to the number
of the items only. The work is divided into four main parts and a
71 page addenda. At the beginning of part I there is a Tools of
Research Section - 848 titles covering both primary and secondary
sources for the study of Canadiana history. The rest of part I is
arranged topically by broad subject with many subdivisions. Parts II,
III and IV provide chronological arrangements for Canadian history
from the earliest times onward. The contents of the Addenda are not
listed in the table of contents but are indexed in the subject index.

Cutter Tod, Dorothea and Audrey Cordingley. A Checklist of Canadian Imprints,
ZX82 1900-1925. Ottawa, Canadian Bibliographic Centre, 1950.
//T56
Ref. National Library is preparing a revised edition. This is only a
RBD preliminary checking edition and excludes pamphlets under 50 pages,
Law government documents and serials. Lacks annotations and index.
Lib.Sci.

Cutter Tremaine, Marie. A Bibliography of Canadian Imprints 1751-1800.
ZX82 Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1952.
.T72
Ref. Attempt at a full record of the first fifty years of Canadian printing.
Law Includes books, pamphlets, newspapers and periodicals. Chronological
Lib.Sci. arrangement with index by author, title, topic and type of publica-

tion.

Micro- [Canadian Imprints 1751-1800, Identified by Tremaine Numbers; Repro-
forms ductions of Items Listed in Marie Tremaine's A Bibliography of

Canadian Imprints, 1751-1800]. n.p., 1955. 21 reels.

Microfilm of all book titles listed which have been located is available
in the Microform Collection of the Current Periodicals Reading Room.
Many of the newspapers are also available in microfilm as well.

8
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Current Bibliography

Canadian Books in Print: Catalogue des livres canadiennes en librairie.
1st ed. 1967- Toronto

Lib. has: 1967, 1968, 1970-

Annual. Attempts "to include all books published in Canada and
bearing the imprint of a Canadian publisher, regardless of language
and origin. Not included are maps, sheet music, newspapers, periodic-
als... pamphlets of less than 50 pages (except for poetry and
children's books). A selection of federal and provincial government
publications considered to be of interest to the general public is
also included. Lists by author and title and provides index of
publishers and their addresses." (Pref.) A subject guide is on order.

Z6954 Canadian Serials Directory. Repertoire des publications seriges
.C2C33x canadiennes. 1972. Toronto
1972 -
Ref.
Serials
Stand

Lib. has: 1972-

A useful directory which lists books published in series-as well as
serials. For full annotation orn section 1.14

Z1365 Canadians. Publications of Canadian'IntereSt Received by the
.C3 National Library. Publications se rapportant au Canada repos
Ref. par la Bibliothique Nationale 1950- Ottawa.

AP5
.U55
McL.

F5000
.C27x
McL.

Lib. has: 1950-

Canada's official national bibliography currently organized in eight
settions: Monographs, Theses in Microform, Serials, Pamphlet File
Material, Sound Recordings, Films and Filmstrips, Publications of the
Provincial GovernMents of Canada, with a general index. Detailed
history and description in Appendix A of Ryder's canadian Reference.
Sources (see section I.A.). Includes materials published in Canada,
by Canadian authors, or about Canada wherever published.

"Letters in Canada". University of Toronto Quarterly. v.1, 1931-
Toroato.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1931-

Since 1935, an annual critical survey by authorities in their respec-
tive fields of the more important Canadian books of the year in the
areas of the humanities and social sciences. The summer 1973 issue
of the survey included the following categories: fiction, romans,
recits, nouvelles contes, thgatre, poetry, pogsie, les gtudes sociales,
religion, nature, light prose, publications in other languages. Since
1966 an author-title index has been included.

"Recent Publications Relating to Canada" Canadian Historical Review
v. 1- 1920- Toronto.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1920-

Quarterly survey of Canadian historical literature includes "not only
Canadian history in the stricter sense, but geography, economics,
archaeology, ethnology, law, education and [sic] imperial relations."
Arranged by topic. Indexed in the Canadian Historical Review cumulated
indexes, the most recent of which is tor the years 1950-1964. The
predecessor of this bibliography is Review of Historical Publications
Relating to Canada, v. 1-22. Toronto, 1897-1919. (FSCO-0 .R4x Ref.).
It also covers subjects related to history.

9
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Rilpertoire de 1'6dition au Qu6bec. 1972-

Lib: has; 1972-

See section 11.13.

Montreal.

Recent and forthcoming Canadian books are somttimes listed in
Cumulative Book Index (Z1219 .M78 Ref.); Books in Print and Forth-
coming Books (Reference Desk) ; and Quill and Quire, the Magazine
of the Canadian Book Trade (Lib. Sci.). Vient de paraitre,
bulletin du livre au Canada frangais (Z487 .V5x Ref.) gives informa-
tion on recent Canadian French language publications.

If you cannot locate a current title ask a reference librarian for
help as additional sources for recent publishing information are
located in the Acquisitions Department and may be checked for you.

D. Newspaper and Periodical Directories and Catalogues

Cutter American Newspapers 1821-1936. A Union List of Files Available in
ZWAP the United States and Canada. Ed. by Winifred Gregory.
.A5123 New York, H.W. Wilson Co., 1937.
Ref.
Serials Arranged by place of publication under latest name with reference from
Stands earlier name. Pages 758-786 devoted to Canadian newspapers . Files

earlier than 1821 are included. Gives locations.

Cutter Canadian Cultural Publications. Publications culturelles.
ZW82 1st ed., 1951 - 13th ed., 1965. Ottawa.
.C163
Ref. Ref. has: 1962, 1963, 1965
Lib.Sci. Lib. Sci. has: 1963, 1964, 1965

An annotated list of Canadian serial publications devoted to the arts
or frequently including important cultural material.

Z6954 Canadian Library Association. Microfilm Committee. Canadian
.C2C19 Newspapers on Microfilm. Catalogue de journaux canadiens Bur
Ref. microfilm. v. 1, 1959- . Ottawa.
Serials
Stand A looseleaf service providing considerable detail concerning the

Lib.Sci. history of the newspapers listed and including information on holders
Rel.Stud. of original copies and holders of microfilm copies wanting. A good

number of these are available in the McLennan microform collection but
may not, as yet, be listed in the public catalogue.

Z6954
.C2C32x
Ref.

r

The Canadian Newspaper Directory. Montreal, A. McKim and Co.,
1892-1941.

Lib. has: 1892, 1899r 1905, 1907, 1909, 1911, 1913, 1915, 1917-19,
1940-41.

Useful guide to Canadian newspapers and journals. Arranged by place
of publication with brief listings by county and broad subject.
Provides publishing information for each title, frequency, publisher,
subscription rate, circulation figures, etc.

10
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Canadian Serials Directory. RePertoire des publications seriees
canadiennes. 1912- Toronto.

Lib. has: 1972-

Lists periodicals and series currently being published in Canada.
Annual reports and yearbooks, serially published technical reports,
proceedings,and transactions of associations, government papers
of speciarinterest, newspapers of special interest (i.e. labour,
ethnic) are included. Includes the title, editor, sponsor, note',
concerning the type of publication, language used, beginning date.
,freguency, subscription information, indexing, etc. French
titles are annotated in French, others in English. A subject ar,1
a publisher's index are provided. About 2,000 titles are
omitted because of lack of information. A supplement is in
preparation.

Desbarats Advertising Agency. The Desbarats Newspaper Directory.
1904-1932/33. Montreal.

Lib. has: 1904-05, 1908-09, 1912, 1924-25

Published biennially, with full information on the newspapers and
periodicals listed.

Z139 Goggio, Emilio and Beatrice Corrigan. A Bibliography of Canadian
.G6 Cultural Periodicals (French and English from Colonial Times to
Ref. 1950) in Canadian Libraries. Toronto, Dept. of Italian, Spanish
Lib.Sci. and Portugese, University of Toronto, 1955.
UL

About 450 publications arranged by title. Publication dates not
provided but place of publication and location in Canadian libraries
are given. Includes historical, literary and fine arts titles. Omits
those relating to religion and politics.

Z674 Kingston, Ontario. Queen's University Library. Catalogue of
.K47 Canadian Newspapers in the Douglas Library, Queen's University.
no. 1 Kingston,'Douglas Library, Queen's University, 1969.
Ref.
Serial Arranged alphabetically by title held in the Douglas Library. Cross-
Stands references from earlier and later titles. Gives proprietor, editor

and publisher, place and dates of publication when known, holdings,
and often history and editorial policy. A geographical index is
included. The appendix lists newspapers of Canadian interest though
not published in Canada.

Z6954 Montrgal. Bibliothegue Nationale. Periodiques canadiens sur micro-
.C2Q4x

. fiLms. Liste des microfilms disponsibles au Quebec dans les
Ref. bibliotheques universitaires et a la Bibliotheque Nationale.
Serial Montreal, Ministere des affaires culturelles de Quebec, 1970.
Stands
Rel. Microfilm holdings of Canadian newspapers in Quebec university
Stud. libraries and the Bibliothague Nationale du Quebec.

Cutter Wood, T.F. and Co. Canadian Newspaper Directory, Containing Lists
ZWAP of All the Newspapers and Periodicals Published in Canada.
.W85 Montreal, T.F. Wood and Co., 1876.
RBD

"A list of the newspapers and other periodicals in the Dominion of
Canada and province of Newfoundland, arranged alphabetically by towns,
giving name, days of issue, form, size, subscription price per year,
date of establishment, editor's and publisher's names, circulation,
etc." (p. 19).

11
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To supplement these directories of newspapers and periodicals there
are standard tools such as N.W. Ayer and Sons' Directory of News-
papers and Periodicals (Z6947.N11 Ref.) . There are also the regional
newspaper and periodical lists which will be found in the appropriate
regional sections of this guide.

E. PERIODICAL INDEXES

AI3 Canadian Periodical Index. v. 1, 1928- Toronto & Ottawa.
.C242
Ref. Lib. has: V. 1, 1928-
Index
Stands Indexes by subject and author approximately 100 Canadian periodicals

including some French language and some bilingual journals. Useful
for literature, history, political science, business etc., but does
not index legal, technical or medical journals. Reviews of Canadian
books are found by checking the subject heading "Book Reviews" then
by alphabetical arrangement under the author of the book reviewed.

Cutter Cumulated Magazine Subject Index, 1907-1949; a Cumulation of the F.W.
AI Faxon Company's Annual Magazine Subject Index. Boston, G.K. Hall,

//C913 1964. 2v.
Ref.
Index Subject approach only. Useful fo'r period up to 1928 when the Canadian
Stands Periodical Index commences. Indexes the publications of provincial

historical associations e.g. Ontario Historical Society and some Cana-
dian Periodicals, e.g. Queen's Quarterly.

A17 Pgriodex, index analytique ..driodiques de langue frangaise. v. 1,

.P47x 1972- Montr&l.
Ref.
Index Lib. has: v. 1, 1972-
Stands

Continues

Index analytique, v. 1, 1966 - 6, 1972. Ste. Foy.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1966 - 6, 1972.

Z1392
.Q3R33x
Ref.
Index
Stands

Indexes articles appearing in about 150 French language periodicals
largely published abroad. Coverage includes about 20% Quebec titles,
popular and technical as well as scholarly journals.
Sections: a) Index alphabetique des sujets (vocabulaire libre),
b) Index methodique des sujets (par discipline), c) Liste alphabetque
des auteurs des articles indexes.

RADAR, Opertoire analytique d'articles de revues de Québec. v. 1,
1972- Montreal.

Lib. has: v. 1, 1972-

Indexes articles, film and book reviews in 100 Quebec periodicals.
In the "section analytique" access is by subject and author of the
article or review, and by author and title of the To:ork reviewed. The
"section mgthodique" includes a brief abstract of each article and is
arranged by discipline. Number references link the citations in the
analytical section with the abstracts in the classified section.

12
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"Rgpertoire bibliographique. Bibliographical Index". Culture,
v. 1, 1940 - 31, 1970. Qugbec.

Lib. has: V. 1, 1940-

From 1940 to 1970 indexed some 80 Canadian periodicals of which about
75% were in the French language and mainly in the social sciences and
humanities. Includes a number of periodicals not indexed in the
Canadian Periodical Index. Uses a classified arrangement by subject
and indexes some parts of books, and reports as well as periodical
articles. Volume 31, 1970 of Culture has an index for volumes 1-31.

A number of the published library catalogues and regional bibliogra-
phies in this guide include periodical articles and may be used to
supplement the inadequacies of the indexes listed above. In additionit is useful to remember that the Canadian Government Publications
Catalogue (see section I.F) indexes Canadian government published
periodicals and the 19th Century Readers Guide (Cutter AI .N62 Ref.Index Stands), and Pooles Index (AI3 .P7 Ref. Index Stands) index
some 19th century Canadian periodicals. For additional assistance
consult a reference librarian who may be able to indicate other
periodical indexes pertinent to your topic which include Canadian
topics e.g. America History and Life (Z1236 .A48 Ref.), P.A.I.S.
(Z7163 .P9 Ref. Index Stands) , British Humanities Index,-(AT3-71.77
Ref. Index Stands), etc.

F. GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Z1373 Bhatia, Mohan. Canadian Federal. Government Publications) a Biblio-.845 graphy of Biblio ra hies. Saskatoon, University of Saskatchewan,Ref. 97 .

Govt.Docs.
Law A useful Iiiting of books and periodical articles. Covers general

bibliographies and bibliographies of parliamentary and departmental
publications.

21373.5 . Canadian Provincial Government Publications; a Biblio ra h.A1848 of Bib iographies. Rev. ard enl. ed. Saskatoon, University
1971 of Saskatchewan Library, 1971.
Ref.
Govt.Docs. Cites bibliographies of provincial documents as well as major biblio-

graphies which include provincial government publications.

21373 Bishop, Olga Bernice. Publications of the Government of the Province.85 of Canada, 1841-1867. Ot.tawa, National Library of Canada, 1963.Ref.
Govt.Docs. Includes publications of Upper and Lower Canada before confederation.Lib.Sci. Gives brief explanatory histories of the government departments andtheir functions. The bibliographic citations include location ofthe material if readily available in only one library. There is asubject and name index.

Z1373 Canadian Government Publications Catalogue. 1928- Ottawa..C22
Govt.Docs. Govt. Does. has: 1928-
Ref. Ref. has: 1928-35 (incomplete); 1948-

13



A comprehensive listing of government publications which have been
printed by the Queen's Printer or by Information Canada. There is a
subject, author and title index as well as a separate index of
articles appearing in Canadian government periodicals. The annual
catalogue for 1953 supercedes the catalogues of 1948 and supplements
to 1952, incorporating all the entries. For a full history and des-
cription of this publication and related publications see Appendix
B of Ryder's Canadian Reference Sources (see section I.A.).

Z1373 Higgins, Marian Villiers. Canadian Government Publications: a Manual
.C2H6 for Librarians. Chicago, American Library Association, 1935.
Ref.
Govt.Docs. A comprehensive bibliography which covers the period from the French
Macd. regime 1608-1760 until 1934. Arrangement by department and then by

type of publication. Bibliographic citations include the date,
the pagination and sometimes short descriptive annotations. Well
indexed.

Cutter List of the Serial Publications of Foreign GovernmentsL 1815-1931.
ZWZX Ed. by Winifred Gregory. N.Y., Wilson, 1932.
//L69
Ref. Pages 82 - 126 liot serial publications of the federal and provincial

governments and gives both Canadian and American locations of materials.

Govt.Docs. McGill University. McLennan Library. Government Documents Department.
Ref. Guide to Canadian Government Publications and Sources of

Information. 1973

The staff of the Government Documents Department is pleased to help
if you need assistance in identifying or locating federal or provincial
documents.

II. PROVINCIAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

A. Atlantic Provinces

Z1392 Atlantic Provinces Checklist: A Guide to Current Information in
.A8A8x Books, PamphletsL Government Publications1 Ma azine Articles
Ref. and Documentary Films Relating to the Four Atlantic Provinces.
Law v.1, 1957 - v.9, 1965. Halifax.
Lib.Sci.

Ref. has: v.1, 1957 - v.9, 1965.

Attempted to list references pertaining to the Atlantic provinces
from all available printed material appearing during each calendar
year. Arranged by subject under the name of the appropriate province
or under the general heading Atlantic Provinces. Author index.

Z5S82 Acadia University, Wolfville, N.S. Library. A Catalo ue of the
.A168d Eric R. Dennis Collection of Canadiana in the Library o Acadia
Ref. University. Comp. by Helen D.Efiii-s. Wolfiarrg, The University,

1938.

15,000 Canadiana books and pamphlets, largely relating to Maritime
Canada, chronologically arranged with author and title index.

1 4
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Z1373.5 Bishop, Olga B. Publications of the Governments of Nova Scotia, Prince
.A1B5 Edward Island, New Brunswick, 1758-1952. Ottawa, National Library
Ref. of Canada, 1957.

Z1392
.Q3C6
Ref.

Z1392
.N72113
Ref.
Law
Lib.Sci.
Macd.

Includes information on the history of the government of the period and
the history and functions of the government departments.
The bibliographical citations include full author and title entries,
imprint, collation and location of the material if readily available
in only one library.' The appendices list the sessions of Parliament
and the names of official printers and their dates. There is a
subject and name index.

Cooke, Alan and Fabien Caron. Bibliographie de la pgninsule du
Quebec-Labrador. Boston, Gp1(.14all, 1968. 2v.

4 See section II.B.

Halifax Library Association. Nova Scotia in Books from the First
Printing in 1752 to the Present Time. Halilax, The Halifax
Library Assoc. in cooperation with the Nova Scotia Provincial
Library, 1967.

216 periodical and monograph titles all relating to Nova Scotia, are
cited and carefully annotated.

Cutter Harper, J. Russell. Historical Directory of New Brunswick Newspapers
ZWAP and Periodicals. Fredericton, University of New Brunswick,
.H23 1961.
Ref.
Lib.Sci. Provides a brief history of each title. Includes "every known New
Law Brunswick newspaper and all periodicals of literary, historical,

religious, educational or scientific nature". (Pref.) A representative
listing of other classes of periodical literature is made. Arranged
alphabetically by place of publication. Includes bibliographical
information, biographical data for publishers and editors, brief
history of the publication, editorial policy, and locations
provided where known. Name and title indexes.

Cutter McFarlane, William Godsoe. New Brunswick Bibliography; the Books and
Zx828 Writers of the Province. St.John, Sun Printing Co., 1895.
.M16
Ref. Includes books by New Brunswick authors and books printed in or

relating to New Brunswick. Includes annotations and biographical
sketches.

Z1392 Morley, William F.E. The Atlantic Provinces: Newfoundland, Nova
:A8M6 Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island. Toronto,
Ref: Univeroity of Toronto Press, 1967. (Canadian Local Histories
RBD to 1950: a Bibliography, v.1)
Lib.Sci.

Monographic histories of "the four Atlantic provinces and inter-
provincial regions, the individual provinces, and areas and
communities within each province". (Pref.) Entries are arranged
by author under the geographical names appropriate to the local
history subjects. An outline of the scheme and a geographical and
general index are provided. Bibliographic detail is extensive;
annotations are both bibliographic and descriptive.

15
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for Ref.
(April 1973)

On order
for Ref.
(Feb. 1974)

-13-

O'Dea, Agnes C. A Newfoundland Bibliography (Preliminary List).
St.John's, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1960 2 reels.

Aims at coverage of materials 1611-1960 relating to Newfoundland's
history. Reel 1 includes citations for books and pamphlets on
Newfoundland and Labrador; reel 2 lists periodical articles on
Newfoundland only. Material is alphabetically arranged and
locations for most items are given. Subject indexes to both
reels are at the end of reel 2. This work is being prepared for
publication in book form at the Centre for Newfoundland Studies,
Memorial University.

Stewart, Alice Rose. The Atlantic Provinces of Canada. Union Lists of
Materials in the Larger Libraries of Maine. 2nd.ed. Orono,
Me., New England-Atlantic Provinces-Quebec Center, University.
of Maine, 1971.

"Periodicals, serials, newspapers, non-fiction books and pamphlets
are listed alphabetically for each province" (Ryder).

Z1392 Taylor, Hugh A. comp. New Brunswick History: a Checklist of Secondary
.N4T3x Sources. Guide en histoire du Nouveau Brunswick, une liste de
Ref. controle des sources secondaires. Fredericton, Provincial

Archives, 1971.

A bilingual listing of books, periodical articles, government
documents, theses and some newspaper articles. Arrangement is by
subject. As well as history it covers geography, prehistory and
Indians, description and travel, religion, government, commerce and
industry, etc. At least one location is given for each item. Includes
an index of persons, places and subjects.

B. Quebec and French Canada

Z1395 Alexandrin, Barbara and Robert Bothwell. Bibliography of the Material
.A5A4x Culture of New France. Ottawa, National Museums of Canada,
Ref. 1970.

Z69S4
.C21Q33
Ref.
UL
Law
Lib,Sci.
CECF

Z69S4
.C21Q33
1973
Ref.
UL

Categories are:general works, local history, technology and society,
architecture, and the arts. Listing is by author with a geographical
index. Includes books, articles, pamphlets etc. Locations are given
for some items.

Beaulieu, Andre et Jean Hamelin. Les journaux du Quebec de 1764 a
1964. Quebec, Les presses de l'Université Laval, 1965.

Lists by place of publication newspapers and some magazines
published in the province of Quebec. Descriptive annotations and
locations in Quebec and Ontario are given for most titles. Contains
a bibliography of some 300 items, listing directories and books,
articles and theses about Quebec newspapers and journals.

. La presse guebecoise des origines 'a nos jours. Quebec,
Les presses de l'Unive7iTE? Laval, 1973-

v.1, 1764 - 1859

Volume II will cover the years 1859 - 1968 in this new edition of
Les journaux du Quebec which has been considerably expanded and
updated. Many magazines have been included although periodicals
published by institut:tons and associations are not covered.
Bibliographic citations are given for the newspaper or magazine
as well as its publishing history, circulation figures (when
available), library locations,etc. Information on Quebec serials
since 1965 is kept current by the Bibliographie de Quebec cited in
this section.
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Z1392 Beaulieu, Andre and William F.E. Morley. La_province de,puebec.
.Q3B4x Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1971. (Canadian Local
Ref. Histories to 1950; a Bibliography, v.2).
UL
RBD Monographs on Quebec local history arranged by author in the
CECF following order: general, regional, county, city, village, seigniory,

diocese and parish. Latest imprint date is 1950. Provides
extensive bibliographic detail and library locations when known.

Z1373.5 Beaulieu, Andre et al. Repertoire des_publieations gouvernmentales
-Q4B4 du Quebec de 1867 a 1964. Quebec, Imprimeur de la reine, 1968.
Ref.
Law
Lib.Sci.
Macd. . Supplement, 1965-1968. Quebec Assemblee Nationale,
UL 1970.
Govt.Docs.

Z1395
.F7B52x
Ref.

Organization is clearly outlined in the table of contents. Well
indexed by subject and name. The supplement is continued by
Bibliographie de Quebec.

Bibliographie choisie sur les minorites francophones au Canada.
[Compile par Francine Lalonde. Ottawa.] Direction de la
recherche et de la planefication, Programme d'expansion du
bilingualisme, Secretariat d'Etat, 1972. 2v.

Two alphabetical lists of mainly sociological articles, books, theses,
etc. published since 1945. No index. Annotated.

Z1392 hiblioqyaphie du Quebec; lisle des publications quogbacoises ou
.(11115x relative au 9u6bee, 6tablie par la Bibliothequo nationale du
Ref. Quebec. Quebec, 1968-
Govt.Docs.
UL Lib. has: 1968-
CECF

F5400
.135

Ref.

Attempt at a comprehensive bibliography of all materials published in
or relating to Quebec. Subject arrangement with author and title
index. Bibliographic detail in catalogue card form. All titles
mentioned are available for consultation at the Bibliotheque nationale
in Montreal.

Bibliographie pour servir l'etude de l'histoire du Canada
français. Bulletin no.1,1966 - 5,1969. Montreal.

Lib. has: no.1, 1966 - 5, 1969.

no.1, Bibliographic guides, historiography, periodicals, newspapers,
primary and secondary documents;
no.2, Inventaire de la collection LaFontaine;
no.3, Le Canada francais 1867-1966;
no.4, Le Canada francais origine a 1763,
no.5, Inventaire sommaires des archives de la Societe historique
de Montreal.

Cutter Bishop's University. Lennoxville, Que. John Bassett Memorial
Z582 Library. Catalogue of the Eastern Townships Historical
//B54 Collection of the John Bassett Memorial Library. Lennoxville,
Ref. Bishop's University, 1965.

Author approach only to this collection of basic books and
pamphlets. Covers mainly history but includes some titles in other
areas such as literature, biography, topography, etc.
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Z1392 Boily, Robert. Quebec 1940-1969. bibliogr phie: le système politique
.Q3B6x quebecois et son environnement. Montreal, Presses de
Ref. l'Universite de Montreal, 1971.
UL
CECF Selective bibliography of books, journal articles, and theses,
Law classified in 3 major subject areas: 1) environment - the social,

economic, geographic and political background; 2) institutions
politEques - provincial and local governments; 3) vie politique -
major political forces and events, political parties, pressure
groups,etc. The table of contents at the end of the bibliography
sets out the arrangement in detail. Author and subject indexes.

Z1392
.Q3B6x
Ref.

Bosa, Real et al. Les ouvrars de reference du Quebec; bibliographie
analytique. Québec, Ministère des affaires culturelles, 1969.

Classified &lean-gement. Index of authors and titles. No entries
later than 1967. A supplement is in preparation.

Z1392 Cooke, Alan et Fabien Caron. Bibliographie de la peninsula du
.Q3C6 Quebec-Labrador. Boston, G.K.Hall, 1968, 2v.
Ref.

Z1392
.Q3C62x
Ref.

Cutter
Zx82
.D63
Ref.

Cutter
Zx82
.D63s
Ref.

Published under the auspices of the Centre d'etudes nordiques of
Laval University. Attempt at comprehensive coverage of the literature
related to the Quebec-Labrador peninsula and its near-shore
islands. Volume two is a topical and regional index to volume one
which is arranged by author.

Cotnam, Jacques. Contemporary Quebec an Analytical Bibliography.
Toronto, McLelland and Stewart, 1973.

An unannotated listing,addressed chiefly to English speaking
high school and college students. On the whole it is limited to
books and reports published during the last twenty years with
emphasis on the sixties. Periodical articles are not included
except for those issues devoted to a particular topic or to
bibliographies. Part I: General Bibliographies, Dictionaries and
Encyclopedias. Part II: Various Aspects of Quebec Life covers a
wide variety of topics.

Dionne, Narcisse Eutrope. Inventaire chronologique... Québec,
Royal Society 6f Canada, 1905-12. 4v.

. Premier Supplement, 1904-12. Québec, Royal Society of
Canada, 1912.

v.l. Inventaire chronologique des livres, brochures, journaux et
revues publies en langue française dans la province de 9uebec,
depuis l'etablissement de l'imprimerie au Canada jusqu'a nos jours,
1764-1905.
v.2. Quebec et nouvelle France. Inventaire chronologique des
ouvrages publics a l'etranger en divers langues...1534-1963.
v.3. Inventaire...publiés en langue anglaise dans la province de
Quebec.
v.4. Inventaire chronologique des cartes, plans, atlas, relatifs
a la nouvelle France et a la province de Quebec, 1508-1908.

Chronological arrangement, indexed by author and subject. Annotated.

Z1392 Durocher, Rene and Paul Andre Linteau. Histoire du Quebec, biblio-
.Q3D8x graphie, selective, 1867-1970. Trois Rivares, Editions Boreal
Ref. Express, 1970.

Selective, unannotated. Useful because it covers twenty more years
than Beaulieu and includes periodical articles and essays from
collections as well as unpublished theses.
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Cutter Garigue, Phillipe. A Bibliographical Introduction to the Studlof
ZW82 French Canada. Montreal, Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology,
. G18b McGill University, 1956.
Ref.
Lib.Sci. Classified list of about 3,000 books and articles. Emphasis on

political, social and cultural topics.

Z1392
. Q3G3

Ref.
Lib.Sci.

Z13)2
.Q3H3
Ref.

. Bibliographie du Quebec, (1955-1965). Montreal, Les
Presses de l'Universite" de Montreal, 1967.

A classified list of some 2,270 books and articles relating to
social and cultural aspects of Quebec life published between 1955
and 1965.

Hare, John Ellis et Jean-Pierre Wallot. Les imprime's dans le Bas-
Canada, 1801-1840; bibliographie analytique. Montreal,
Presses de l'Universitdrde Montreal, 1967-

v.1: 1801-1810
v,2: will cover 1811-1820

Extensive bibliographical descriptions and lengthy annotations.
Arranged by date with full analytical index by author, title and
subject.

21395 Lz.r.ctiit, Gustave. L'oeuvre de la France en Amerique du Nord;
.F7L3x bibliographie selective et critique. Ouvrage publie par la
Ref. section francaise de la Societe royale du Canada, Montreal,

Fides, 1951 1c19501.

On order
for Ref.
(Jan. 1974)

A selective bibliography of all types of publications illustrating
the contribution of the French in North America. The arrangement
is by subject, and the entries are annotated. No index.

Linteau, Paul Andre et Jean Thivierge. Montreal au 19e siecle.
Montreal, Groupe de recherche sur la sociéte Montrealaise au
19e siècle, Universite du Quebec, 1972.

An unannotated selet...dve listing of 1086 items concerning various
aspects of Montreal's history and the urban milieu in general durinq
the 19th century. There is no index but there is a three-page
table of contents. Covers general history, history of special
localities, parishes, streets,etc. Demographic studies, city
administration, justice, education, religion, culture, commerce and
industry, ideology, sports and leisure, parks are amongst the
subjects included. Periodicals such as the Cahiers des dix,
Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, historical reviews,
government publications have been indexed, and the collections of
the Municipal Library, the Bibliotheque nationale du Quebec, the
University of Montreal and University of Quebec and McGill
University have been examined for pertinent materials. Some locations
of materials are given. This preliminary bibliography should serve
as basis for future studies Of Montreal in this period.

PS8073 Livres et auteurs quebecois, 1969- Montreal.
.L5
Ref. Lib. has: 1969-

Formerly

Livres et auteurs canadiens, 1961-1968. Montreal.

Lib. bast 1961-1968
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An annual publication which contains a selectiv bibliography of
French Canadian books of the year, covering a number of subject
areas. In addition it contains lists of French Canadian doctoral
theses, literary prizes, analyses of some French Canadian periodicals,
book reviews of literary works and feature articles on well known
French Canadian authors. It continues to a certain extent the
Bulletin bibliographiqu&J (Z1370 .S6 Ref.) which was an annual
listing, 1937-1959, of french Canadian books of the year.

Z1392 McGill University. Montreal. French Canada Studies Programme.
.03Mx Bibliographical Series. Montreal, McGill University, French
nos.1- Canada Studies Programme, 1966-
Ref.

1. Bibliographies: bilingualisme, biculturalisme, edUcation,
histoire, litterature, nationalisme, s6paratisme, sociologie.
[1.966?]

2. Bibliographie generale sur les affaires canadiennes, volumes
parus en 1967-1968. [1968?)

3. Bibliographie sur les questions actuelles. 1968.

4. Sources a consulter en vue d'une compilation bibliographique
sur l'evolution de l'education au Canada francais. 1966.

5. Le Canada francais et l'Amerique latine; bibliographie. 1969.

6. Liste de sources relatives a la litterature canadienne
francaiy, 1967.

7. Canadian Political Parties 1791-1867_, 1867- Including Books,
Review Articles, Graduate Theses, and Pamphlets. 1966.

8. Church and State, a Bibliography. 2nd. ed. 1968.

9. Bibliographie sur les relations entnel'eqlise et l'etat,
1791-1914. 1969.

Z1377 Martin, Gerard. Bibliographic sommaire du Canada francais, Que'bec
.F8M3 Secretariat de la Province de Québec, 1954.
Ref.
Law Classified list of about 900 items in French and English. Sections
UL on history, economics, education, French Canadians, fine arts and

literature.

Z1377
.F8B5x
Ref.

Proulx, Jeanne. Bibliographies Canadiennos-Francaisos. Montreal,
Universite de Montreal, 1970.

Lists bibliographies presented between 1938 and 1962 by the students
of the Library School at the University of Montreal. Arranged by
name of writer with key word index.

Cutter Quebec. Ministlre de l'industrie et du commerce. Service de
Zx927 geographie. Bibliographie du Nouveau Quebec. Bibliography of
. 03 New Quebec. Québec, Le Ministère, 1955.
Ref.

Z1392
. 03R33x
Ref.
Index
Stands

Most references to geographical or geological materials but some
studies on exploration, history, flora and fauna, population,'
commerce and industry are listed. Indexed not only by author
but by type and contents of documents and by geographical area.

RADAR, Repertoire analytique d'articles de revues de Quebec.
mo-ntreal.v.1, 1972-

Lib. has: v.1, 1972-

See section I.E.
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F5000
.C8x
McL.

"Repertoire bibliographique; Bibliographical Index". Culture,
v.1, 1940 - v.31, 1970.

Lib. has: v.1, 1940-

See section I.E.

Z1392 Repertoire de l'edition au Quebec. 1972- Montreal.
.Q3C3x
Ref. Lib. has: 1972-
Desk

"Repertoire des ouvrages francophones du Quebec disponibles en libraire
au 30 juin 1972 comprenant ceux qui ont fait l'objet du
depOt legal, 1 la Bibliotheque Nationale du Quebec jusqu'l la
mgme date" (Subtitle). Works listed by author and title. Subject
index. Serves as an annual "books in print" for French Canadian
titles. It continues the Catalogue de l'edition au Canada Francais
(Z1392 .Q3C3x) (Ref. has 1965-67, Lib. Sci. has 1965-70), which
was published annually from 1965 to 1970 and which was preceded
by the Catalogue collectif de l'edition canadiepne, 1958 and 1962.
(Lib. Sci. has 1958 only.)

Z1392
.C35S3
1965
Ref.

Saint-Denis, Sister. Gaspesiana. Montreal, Fides, c1965

More than 400 titles of books, pamphlets, theses, manuscripts,
periodicals and films relating to the Gasps region and by authors
from the Gaspe.

Z1002 Southam, Peter. Bibliographie des bibliographies sur l'economie, la
.S6x sooiete, et la culture du Québec. 1940-1971. Quebec, Institut
Ref. superieure des sciences humaines, Université Laval, 1972.
CECF

Subject arrangement clearly laid out in the table of contents.
Index of personal authors and issuing bodies. Well annotated.

C. Ontario

Z1392 Aitken, Barbara. Local Histories of Ontario Municipalities Published
.06A7x in the Years 1957-1972. Kingston, Ont., Kingston Public
1972 Library Board, 1972.
Ref.

Listings by place name of books, pamphlets, and theaes on Ontario towns
and counties. Although the titles are mainly histories there are
also included some biographies, collections of folk tales, travels
and journals of pioneers,etc.

Cutter Firth, Edith G. Early Toronto Newspapers, 1793-1867. A Catalogue
ZWAP of Newspapers Published in the Town of York and the City of
//F51 Toronto from the Beginning to Confederation. Toronto,
Ref. Published by the Baxter Publishing Company in cooperation with

the Toronto Public Library, 1961.

Provides bibliographic information and a brief history for 82
newspapers and periodicals including information on subject*
matter and political bias. Arranged chronologically and indexed by
title, editor and publisher.

Cutter
Zx826
.K61
Ref.

Kingsford, William. The Early'Bibliography of the Province of Ontario,
Dominion of Canada, with Other /nfOrmation. Toronto,
Rowsell and Hutchison, 1892.

Works printed in Ontario between 1814 and 1840 as well as a selection
of titles relating to Upper Canada but written elsewhere and
published betwsen 1783 and 1841. Many of the annotations are long and
detailed. Author and title indexes.
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Z1373.5 MacTaggart, Hazel I. Publications of the Government of Ontario,
.07M3 1901-1955. Ottawa, National Library of Canada, 1964.
Ref.
Govt.Docs. "Following a list of legislative and executive publications, the
Lib.Sci. material is arranged by issuing body. Reports are given first, followed

Law by other serial publications. Separate publications are put under
the heading Special Publications." (Preface) There is a history
and description of the functions for most of the agencies listed.

Z1392
.06S6
Ref.
Lib.Sci.

Spencer, Loraine and Susan Holland. Northern Ontario, a Bibliography.
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1968.

Bibliography of books, periodical articles and government reports
relating to the part of Ontario north of the C.N.R. line from
Cochrane to the Lake of the Woods. The arrangement is by subject,
with an author index.

FWD Wallace, William S. The Periodical Literature of Upper Canada.
Toronto, 1931.

Z1392
.H765x
Ref.

Reprinted from the Canadian Historical Review v.12, 1931, pp.1-72.
(F5000 .C27x McL.) A chronological checklist of 116 newspapers
and periodicals covering the years 1793-1840. Descriptive annotations
for each entry.

D. Prairie Provinces

Glenbow-Alberta Institute. Library. Catalogue of the Glenbow
Historical Library. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1972. 4v.

An author, title and subject catalogue of part of the library's
extensive collection not only of Western Canadiana but of special
collections in the fields of art, ethnology, Canadian cultural
history, political movements, etc. Technical material has not been
collected nor has too much attention been given to literature. Not
included in the catalogue are the library's periodical collection,
its microfilm collection and only a'limited selection of its govern-
ment documents have been listed.

AP2 MacDonald, Christine. Historical Directory of Saskatchewan News-
M14 papers, 1878-1950. Saskatchewan, Office of the Saskatchewan
Lib.Sci. Archives, University of Saskatchewan, 1951.

Arranged alphabetically by latest place of publication. If the
place name forms part of the title, it is omitted, e.g. the
Ascpith Record is entered as Record under ASQUITH. The proprietor,
editor, publisher, and dates of publication are provided, but
locations of holdings are not.

Cutter Publications of the Governments of the
ZWZX --North-West Territories, 1876-1905 and the Province of
.M14 Saskatchewan, 1905-1952. Regina, Legislative Library, 1952.

Ref.
Lande Under the individual departments, bureaus, etc. publications are

Lib,Sci. divided into serials and special publications then listed alphabetic-
ally by title. Indexed by name and subject.
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Z1392 Morley, Marjorie. A Bibliography of Manitoba, from Holdings in the
.M35 Leislative Library of Manitoba. Winnipeg, Manitoba Legislative
M6x Library, 1970.
Ref.

Cutter
ZW82
.P34
Ref.
Lib.Sci.
Law

Z1395
.S2S252x
Ref.
Lib.Sci.

Z1392
.M35S37
Ref.

F5750
.B35x
McL.

Books, pamphlets, government publications and some periodical articles
are listed in this bibliography pertaining to Manitoba's history.
Related subjects such as literature, education, folklore, geography,
economics, native races, etc. are also covered. Lists of theses and
of Manitoba newspapers and periodicals held in the library are
appended to the bibliography. Arrangement is by author only and there
is no index.

Peel, Bruce B. A Bibliography of the Prairie Provinces to 1953.
Toronto, University of Toronto Press, 1956.

. Supplement. Toronto, University of Toronto Press,
1963.

Books and pampAlets relating to the Prairie provinces are listed
chronologically. Omitted are government publications, general studies
of Canada which include information on the Prairies, and a few
other categories noted in the preface (p. ix-xi). Locations are
given. There is a classified subject index and title and author
indexes. Biographical notes are provided for many lesser known
authors not covered by standard biographical works. The first
supplement has an index of pseudonyms. An additional supplement
updating the bibliography is in preparation.

Saskatchewan Homecoming '71, a Bibliography. Reprinted with Supplement.
Regina, Bibliographic Services Division, Provincial Library,
1971.

Selective, briefly annotated list of books published about Saskatchewan.
as well as books by Saskatchewan authors.

Scott, Michael M. A Bibliography of Western Canadian Studies Relating
to Manitoba. Winnipeg, Western Canada Research Council, 1967.

Arranged by broad subject area then alphabetically by author. Includes
theses, research projects, published studies, periodical articles and
reports and addresses and dissertations which are unpublished or of
limited accessibility.

E. British Columbia

"Bibliography of British Columbia". B.C. Studies, v.1, 1968/69-
Vancouver.

Lib. has: v.1, 1968/69-

Checklist of books, B.C. government publications and periodical
articles. Covers current material on the historical, economic,
political and social aspects of British Columbia.
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Z1392 British Columbia. Provincial Library and Archives, Victoria.
B7B75x Dictionary Catalogue of the Library of the Provincial Archives
Ref. of British Columbia. Boston, G.K. Hall, 1971. 8v.

A comprehensive catalogue listing materials relating to Canada west
of the Great Lakes, the Northwest and Yukon Territories, the
northwest region of the United States and Alaska. Covers most
subjects, but omits natural history. Includes books, pamphlets,
periodical articles, etc.

Z1373.5 holmes, Marjorie C. Publications of the Government of British
.88116 Columbia, 1871-1 47. Victoria, Provincial Library, 1950.
Gov.Docs.
Law Serials, then special publications are listed in alphabetical order

by department following a section on executive publications (legis-
lature, select committees, royal and special commissions). Indexed
by name, title and subject. For governmert publications previous to
1871 see Lowther below.

Z1392 Lowther, Barbara J. A Bibliography of British Columbia; Laying the
.B7L6 Foundations, 1849-1899. Victoria, University of Victoria, 1968.
Ref.

Cutter
ZWF
+S644a3
Ref.

Lists published material relating to the province from 1849-1899
in chronological order by imprint date. Includes works published up
to 1964. Annotated. Excellent index by author (including brief
biographical notes), subject and title.

Smith, Charles W. Pacific Northwest Americana,_ A Checklist of Books
and Pam hlets Relating to the HIstor of the Pacific Northwest.
3r . ed rev, an xtended y Isabel May ew, Port an , Ore.,
Binfords and Mort, 1950.

A union list of the holdings of 38 libraries in the region rather
than a comprehensive bibliography. A substantial number of titles
deal with the history and development of British Columbia and the
Yukon. Locations are given for each of the 11,000 entries. Latest
imprint date is 1948.

Z1392 Strathern, Gloria. Navigational Traffiques and Discoveries, 1774-1848,
.B757x a Guide to Publica ions Relatin to the Ar a now British
Ref. Columbia. Victor a, B.C., Social Sciences Research c5entre,

University of Victoria, 1970.

Companion volume to Lowther. Includes mainly monographic works
published up to 1968 relating to the territory now British Columbia
between 1774 and 1848 as well as some relevant material on the
Oregon Territory. Excludes purely cartographic works, newspapers,
unpublished mss. and archival material, and unpublished theses.
Annotated.
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Z6005
.P7A7
Ref.
Meteor.

Z6005
P7A75x
Ref.

Z6005
P7A75x
Suppl.
Ref.
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F. Yukon and the Northwest Territories

Arctic Bibliography. Prepared by the Arctic Institute of North
America, with the support of government agencies of the
United States and Canada. v.1, 1953- . Montreal.

On order
for Ref.
(May, 1973)

Ref. has: v.1, 1953-

The most comprehensive annual bibliography in the field of Arctic
research. Abstracts are given, in English, for all entries.
Arranged alphabetically by author, with a detailed subject and
geographic index.

Arctic Institute of North America. Catalogue of the Library of the
Arctic Institute of North Americal Montreal. Boston, G.K.Hall,
1968. 4v.

. First Supplement. Boston, G.K.Hall, 1971.

Arranged alphabetically by author and subject. A large and distinguish-
ed collection covering a wide rangeof subjects dealing with the
Arctic regions of Canada and other countries. Located on the
McGill Campus at 1020 Pine Ave. West, this library welcomes members of
the university and extends borroWing privileges to them.

Berton, Pierre. A Klondike Bibliography.
1958.

Kleinberg, Ontario, [n.p.]

Z1392 British Columbia. Provincial Library and Archives. Catalogue of the
B7B75x Library of the Provincial Archives of British Columbia. Boston,
Ref. G.K.Hall, 1971. 8v.

Z1392
.H165x

See section II.E.

Glenbow-Alberta Institute Library. Catalogue of the Glenbow Historical
Library. Boston, G.K.Hall, 1972. 4v.

See section ii.D.

Z1392 Hemstock, C. Anne and Geraldine A. Cooke. Yukon Bibliography, Update
.Y8H4x 1963-70. Edmonton, Boreal Institute for Northern Studies,
Ref. University of Alberta, 1973.

Updates Lotz cited below and covers a wider range of topics. Author
and subject index.

Z1392
.Y8L6x
Ref.
Soc.Wk.

Lotz, James Robert. Yukon Bibliography. Preliminary ed. Ottawa,
Northern Coordination and Research Centre, Dept. of Northern
Affairs and Natural Resources, 1964.

Books, periodical articles and government documents are listed
alphabetically by author under broad subject headings. No index.
Supplemented by Hemstock above.
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Cutter MacDonald, Christine. Publications of the Government of the Northwest
ZWZX Territories, 1876-1905 and of the Province of Saskatchewan,
.M14 1905-1952. Regina, Legislative Library, 1952.
Ref.
Lande See section Il.D.
Lib.Sci.

-

Cutter Torbbto Public Library. The Canadian North West: A Bibliography of
ZWF the Sources of Information in the Public Reference Library.
4T632c Toronto, Toronto Public Library, 1931.
Ref.

Materials relating to the Hudson's Bay Company, the fur trade and the
early history of the Canadian Northwest.

See also Polar Regions: A Student's Guide to Reference Resources.
Available at the Reference desk.
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